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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Mobile based applications have been heavily used in our day to day life to 

accomplish things in modern world. Input data is the main source for these 

applications to process the things that user intended. These data are in various 

different formats. Some may be text, pictures, video, audio etc. Among these 

formats of data, textual, voice/audio and video data are being the most widely 

used format in the world. 

 

Now a days, voice data is becoming important source for mobile applications in 

the fast moving environment. Most of the people are using their voice to interact 

with applications to get the things done than typing things which will take more 

time and sometimes if you are in a rush you don’t like to spend time on texting for 

your purpose. When it comes to text, sometimes it needs formatting, filters and 

classifications. Although, voice is heavily used it is also limited certain languages 

and also contains locality barriers. In this research it is being looked for an 

efficient research papers to model voice data for Tamil speaking people who are 

living in suburbs. 

 

1.2 Problem domain 

This study is correlated with few major areas in modern computer science. 

Machine learning based techniques for deep speech learning and feature 

extraction and acoustic modelling of data using Kaldi toolkit are some of them. 

Under this background section it is explained in brief what are these fields in 

order to compose the background of the quest which have been carried out.  

 



1.2.1 Machine Learning 
 

It is correct if Machine Learning (ML) is stated as the brain science of modern 

computer science. This is a sub branch which comes under the tree of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI). 

Simply ML is the study about the pattern description and prediction with 

statistical based algorithms. These algorithms are able to act automatically 

without any human interference. In many cases these algorithms have three 

phases. Implementing, training and testing are those three phases. After trained an 

algorithm with proper data they are able to find some unseen information from 

newest data which haven’t met the algorithm before. So these algorithms do act as 

filters which can be used to separate and extract information from data. Therefore 

ML can be replaced the position of the newest computer brain science as it use 

some basic instruction or prior experiences which have met earlier, to gain and 

extract some unseen information from new data. ML is not a field that stand by 

itself, it has many overlaps with statistics and base of AI. ML algorithms are 

applied in many areas today, such as Face recognition, Fraud detection, 

Task scheduling, Elevator scheduling, online recommendation and etc. 

 

1.2.2 Kaldi toolkit 
 

Kaldi is an open source toolkit made for dealing with speech data. It is mostly 

used for speech recognition but also for other tasks such as speaker recognition 

and speaker diarisation. The toolkit is developed 7 years ago still constantly 

updated and further developed by a large community. Kaldi is widely adopted 

both in Academia (400+ citations in 2015) and industry. 

 

Kaldi is written mainly in C/C++, but the toolkit is wrapped with Bash and 

Python scripts. For basic usage this wrapping spares the need to get in too deep in 

the source code.  

 

 



1.3 Research problem 

Computer software basically has two types of requirements in an application 

domain. Those are functional and non-functional requirements. Both are equally 

important to be satisfied in industry. Functional requirements tells how and what 

the software contains of. In other words, it describes features and functions 

provided by software. Non-functional requirements which are known as quality 

requirements describes the constraints and conditions of the software design and 

implementation. 

 

In this technology era, software development industry has vast growth in terms of 

many softwares spreading across many industry domains. In other word, this 

potentiality has moved to usage of computer software into large scale, mission 

and life critical applications in high stake industries such as medicine, nuclear 

power, defence, etc. It involves higher trade-off between cost and the quality of 

the output that the software can produce. Hence, it can be identified quality is one 

of the important factor in many areas and many industries around the world. 

 

Software quality has been described by many characteristic aspects. There are 

number of software quality metrics used to evaluate the qualities of the software 

such as Scalability, Security, Reliability, Usability, etc [1]. Among all these 

quality metrics, software usability has been described as one of the important 

quality attribute concerned and specially, software localization is the key to 

success in an international market [2]. Since, software localization limitation can 

cause of huge problem in terms of users who uses the software application which 

indirectly makes the application producer or provider to lose billion dollars of 

money and business [3]. 

 

Localization refers to the adaptation of a product, application or document content 

to meet the language, cultural and other requirements of a specific target market 

(a locale). In every business today has different levels of dependability on the 



internet and computer software, it has increasingly critical to address localization 

needs [4]. 

The problem of this research is that suburb people who does not know any 

language other than their mother tongue faces lots of problem when it comes to 

communication. People faces lots of difficulties and as a result they lose lots of 

important things in their day to day life. This research mainly focused on Tamil 

speaking community to avoid the void they have in communication. 

 

1.4 Motivation & Contribution 

There is an ongoing research on speech to text in Sinhala which gave the idea to 

develop this for Tamil speaking community, specially the people in suburbs who 

only speaks Tamil. The main problem of this research is collecting the dataset and 

its transcript where voice dataset consists of colloquial Tamil. This research is 

focusing on developing an application to recognize Tamil speech to Tamil text 

and convert output text to English speech using Google APIs to break the 

language barrier when using software applications. The following components 

have been addressed in this research. 

1. Finding speech corpus data set which is a combination of recorded 

speech and their corresponding transcriptions to recognize the speech. 

2. Creating good training data set for the research. 

3. Apply machine learning techniques to identify the speech. 

4. Produce the most accurate translated speech to end user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1.5 Scope of the study 

1. Voice samples will be collected for Tamil speech covering all the 

diversed areas from different age groups and different gender. 

2. Collected voice samples will be checked one by one and all the 

inconsistent samples will be removed. 

3. All the properly sorted voice samples then pre-processed and trained 

through machine learning techniques. 

4. A software application will be developed to pass the Tamil speech as 

input and using the training dataset then the output Tamil text will be 

recognized accordingly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 02 

 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, literature of the related previous works are compared and analyzed 

in order to get more understanding on current outcomes, future research works 

and the improvements to be done on the related domain. This study associated 

with the research field of linguistics and machine learning. Thus, this chapter 

intends to explore theoretical fundamentals of the techniques which has been 

applied in this research work.  

As per the reviewed literature, many author’s work on linguistics has been 

focused on modeling speech recognition engine and translating it to text. Further, 

most of the other related works has been focused on providing web API to access 

speech recognition engine and display the translated text to different places. Many 

research studies have been made on deep speech research area and noticed still 

end to end speech recognition is only available for English, Spanish, Mandarin 

and Chinese. There are few samples of end to end speech recognition from 

English to Spanish and vice versa [4].  

2.1.1 Direct speech-to-speech translation with a sequence-to-sequence 

model 

This research is written by Ye Jia, Ron J. Weiss, Fadi Biadsy, Wolfgang 

Macherey, Melvin Johnson, Zhifeng Chen and Yonghi Wu where they presented 

an attention-based sequence to sequence neural network which can directly 

translate speech from one language into another language [5]. Moreover in their 

research the network is trained end to end and learning to map speech 

spectrograms into target spectrograms in another language corresponding to the 

translated content. 



2.1.1.1 Model architecture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above architecture produces English speech (top right) from Spanish speech 

(bottom left), and a non-compulsory speaker reference utterance (top left) which 

is only used for voice transferal experiments in Section 3.4. The speech model is 

multitask trained to forecast source and target phoneme transcripts as well, 

however these additional tasks are not used during inference. Optional 

components are drawn in light colors. 

This study experimented two types of Spanish-to-English translation datasets. 

They are, 

● Conversational Spanish-to-English 

● Fisher Spanish-to-English 

Evaluation has been done for speech to speech by computing Bilingual Evaluation 

Understudy (BLEU) marks as an objective of speech intelligibility and translation 

quality by using a pre-trained ASR system to identify the generated speech and 

comparing the results to ground truth translations. 

The limitation of this research is that it provides good quality but when it comes 

to performance it is not good as a standard cascade of Speech to Text (ST) and 

Text to Speech (TS) models. 

Figure 1- Direct speech-to-speech translation with a sequence-to-sequence model 



This research study helps to use the models and apply it to do Tamil speech to text 

conversion and since the quality of the result is high even though it has 

performance issues. 

2.1.2 Speech Recognition System for Sinhala 
 

This is an ongoing research in UCSC on Sinhala speech to text which made think 

about taking this research to another step by directly translating the Tamil speech 

to text [6]. The main objective of this project is to enhance human computer 

interaction by developing Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) engine for 

Sinhala that allows people in the society to use digital devices without language 

barrier. 

An acoustic model is used in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) to represent 

the connection between an audio signal and phonemes (or other linguistic units) 

that make up speech. The model is learned from audio datasets and its annotated 

transcripts. Such datasets are created by taking voice recordings of human speech 

and their transcriptions and then compiling them into statistical representations of 

the sounds which make up words. Sequence of sounds and words are modelled by 

the language model to predict the most likely spoken word. The language model 

also used to recognize the words and phrases that sound similar. 

2.1.2.1 ASR Building Process & Recognition Process 

 

 

  

 

 
Figure 2 - Building ASR 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most difficult issue is to build an ASR system from scratch as it needs good 

training data sets to give quality results which can be used in software 

applications. The type of data set which is used for recognizing speech is called 

Speech Corpus. A speech corpus is a combination of recorded speech (Acoustic 

data) and their corresponding transcriptions (Labels). Labeling the acoustic data 

appropriately is the hardest part in building process. 

 

 

 

2.1.3 Automatic English speech to Tamil speech translation system 
 

J.Poornakala and A.Maheshwari has written a research paper on automatic 

English speech to Tamil speech translation and they proposed a solution by only 

keeping both English and Tamil words in a database and converted the speech to 

text queried through database for matches [7]. If any matches found, then the 

system returns the matched word to screen.  

 

Figure 3- Recognizing Speech 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?06GKFA
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?06GKFA
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?06GKFA


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Speech recognition system that recognizes the English speech from speech 

recognition device and then translated into English text using speech synthesis. 

Thereafter English text is converted into text format for comparison with the 

words stored in the database if it matches with the Tamil text stored in the 

database then, English text is converted into Tamil text with the help of the 

machine translation system and finally the text will be displayed on the screen. 

Bluetooth is used to send transferred data forward. 

One of the foremost limitations of this research paper, the accuracy level of 

speech recognition is very low and can be improved by applying machine learning 

techniques without directly keeping everything in database. 

This research work helped me to get an overall picture of how to divide building 

translation process and convert the translated text to display outside using 

Bluetooth. 

2.1.4 Online speech translation system for Tamil 

 

Maadhavaraj A, Shiva Kumar HR and A G Ramakrishnan have done a research 

on online speech translation for tamil in recent past. The purpose of this research 

to help users who wish to learn English through Tamil [8]. 

Figure 4 - Automatic English speech to Tamil speech model 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?afV0A1
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?afV0A1
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?afV0A1


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They have developed Web API which interacts with the Tamil speech recognition 

system and then recognized text will be translated using Google’s cloud 

translation API and finally translated English text is passed to English text to 

speech library to output English speech. 

The main limitation of this research is that it is mainly focusing on proper 

pronunciation, therefore when it comes to accuracy of translation is very low in 

noisy environment and people with different accents.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5- Online speech translation system flow 



Chapter 3 
 

Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

The hypothesis of the research work is mainly based on the speech recognition that 

there are clearly identifiable Tamil text for the Tamil speech. Thus, this work is 

focusing on collecting all the possible speech scenarios from different gender and 

age groups to translate Tamil speech to Tamil text with maximum accuracy and 

then translate the output text to English speech using Google APIs. 

 

The datasets required for this research work is acquired by manually collected voice 

data sets with transcripts. 

 

3.2 Dataset Creation 

3.2.1 Voice Dataset 
 

Voice samples are collected from 100 speakers of different ages, genders, and from 

different areas of the country. The speakers are prompted to read out a pre-selected 

set of sentences which will cover most of the speech sounds in the Tamil language. 

 

 

3.2.2 Preprocessing and Feature Extraction 
 

Most of the models that works with audio data deals with some pixel-based rendition 

of that data.  We need to use features that provides good representation of data. The 

features we need to look for needs to be good at following things. 

1. Recognizing the sound of human speech. 

2. Removal of any unnecessary noise 



For many years there were several attempts to make those features and today MFCCs 

which are widely used in the industry. 

 
3.2.2.1 MFCC 

 

MFCC has become almost a standard in the industry since it was invented in the 

80s by Davis and Mermelstein. In simple words, MFCCs are only taking the 

sounds that are best heard by our ears into account [9]. 

   

In Kaldi we use two additional features: 

1. CMVNs which are used for better normalization of the MFCCs 

2. I-Vectors are used for better understanding of the variances inside 

the domain. I-Vectors are based on the same concepts of Joint Factor 

Analysis (JFA), but are more appropriate for understanding both 

channel and speaker variances.  

  

 
Figure 6 - The Process of using I-Vectors 

In summary, MFCC and CMVN are used for indicating the content of each 

audio utterance and I-Vectors are used for indicating the style of each audio 

utterance or speaker. 

 



3.2.3 Dataset modelling 
 

Kaldi’s model can be divided into two main components. The first part is the 

Acoustic Model, which used to be a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) but now it 

was widely replaced by Deep neural networks (DNN). That model will transcribe 

the audio features that we created into some sequence of context-dependent 

phonemes (in Kaldi dialect we represent them by numbers). 

 

The second part is the Decoding Graph, which takes the phonemes and turns 

them into lattices. A lattice is a representation of the alternative word-sequences 

that are likely for a particular audio part. This is generally the output that you 

want to get in a speech recognition system. The decoding graph takes into account 

the grammar of your data, as well as the distribution and probabilities of 

contiguous specific words (n-grams). 

 

 

3.2.4 Training Process 
 

As a whole, this is the trickiest part. In Kaldi you’ll need to order your transcribed 

audio data in a particular order to train that is described in depth in the Kaldi 

documentation [10]. 

 

After organizing your data, you’ll need a representation of each word to the 

phonemes that create them. This representation will be termed “dictionary” and it 

will decide the outputs of the acoustic model.  

Once you have both of those things at hand, you can start training your model. 

The different training steps you can use are named in Kaldi dialect “recipes”. The 

most widely used recipe is WSJ recipe. In most of the recipes we are starting with 

aligning the phonemes into the audio sound with GMM. This basic step (named 

“alignment”) helps us to decide on what sequence we want our DNN to spit out 

later. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the alignment is done we will create the DNN that will generates the Acoustic 

Model, and we will train it to match the alignment output. After creating the 

acoustic model we can train the WFST to transform the DNN output into the wanted 

lattices. 

 

 

 

3.3 Solutions for Infrastructure and Platform 

This section explains the reasons for selecting particular infrastructure for the study 

of the quest. In general it is known that ML algorithms, libraries and tools require 

high performing hardware utilities for the calculation tasks. The reasons for these 

decisions are further clarified in sections below.  

 

3.3.1 PC Hardware 
 

This is one of the options for infrastructure and platform from the available two. 

Thus as explained in previous section the best solution available for the 

infrastructure is to use the normal commodity personal computer which was in 

use. The hardware availability of the device is well enough to meet the 

requirements which needed for study. It was Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8550U CPU @ 

1.80 GHz – 1.99GHz Processor with 8GB memory which is running windows 10 

version operating system.  

 

Figure 7 - Training process 



3.4 Evaluation 

A working software to recognize end to end speech is the primary outcome of this 

research work and they uses trained datasets for speech recognition. The test data 

set will contain all diversed speech scenarios with different gender and age 

groups. Accuracy of the speech recognition will be tested and compared to 

produce the final evaluation results. 

3.4.1 Project Plan and Timeline 
 

Task Month 

Project Design, Proposal and Scope          

Problem definition, goals and objectives 

identification 
         

Literature Survey          

Collection of data set and training the datasets to 

apply it for speech recognition. 
         

Analysis and validations on results obtained          

Development of software application for Tamil 

speech to text recognition with trained data sets & 

evaluation 

         

Project Presentations and Viva          

Documentation          

Supervisor discussions and progress reviews          

 

3.4.2 List of Deliverables 
 

1. Dissertation about the research work. 

2. Collect voice dataset from different gender and age groups. 

3. Fine-tune and remove the inconsistent data from dataset. 

4. Trained the fine-tuned datasets using machine learning techniques. 

5. Application to recognize speech to text and convert text to English speech using 

Google API 



Chapter 04 

 

Evaluation 

4.1 Approach 

I’m applied experimental based evaluation by experimenting results in following ways. 

1.  “Male” only dataset modelling, training and testing. 

2. “Female” only dataset modelling, training and testing. 

3. “Mixed” dataset modelling, training and testing. 

 

I collected voice data sets from 6 individuals 3 males and 3 females and I gave 50 

sentences to them and asked to speak. I recorded those things as m4a format and later 

converted it to wave format with sample rate 8000 and 16 bit PCM. 

4.2 Tools 

4.2.1 Kaldi toolkit 

Kaldi is an open source toolkit made for dealing with speech data. It is mostly used for 

recognizing speech but also used for other tasks such as speaker identification and 

speaker diarisation. The toolkit is developed 7 years ago still continuously updated and 

further developed by a large community. Kaldi is widely adopted both in Academia 

(400+ citations in 2015) and industry. 

Kaldi is written mainly in C/C++, but the toolkit is wrapped with Bash and Python 

scripts. For basic usage this wrapping spares the need to get in too deep in the source 

code. 

 



4.2.2 Kaldi Gstreamer server 

This is a real-time full-duplex speech recognition server, based on the Kaldi toolkit and 

the GStreamer framework and implemented in Python. 

Features 

1. Full duplex communication based on web sockets: speech goes in, partial 

hypotheses come out (think of Android's voice typing) 

2. Very scalable: the server consists of a master component and workers; one worker 

is needed per concurrent recognition session; workers can be started and stopped 

independently of the master on remote machines 

3. Can do speech segmentation, i.e., a long speech signal is broken into shorter 

segments based on silences 

4. Supports arbitrarily long speech input (e.g., you can stream live speech into it) 

5. Supports Kaldi's GMM and "online DNN" models 

6. Supports rescoring of the recognition lattice with a large language model 

7. Supports persisting the acoustic model adaptation state between requests 

8. Supports unlimited set of audio codecs (actually only those supported by 

GStreamer) 

9. Supports rewriting raw recognition results using external programs (can be used 

for converting words to numbers, etc) 

10. Python, Java, Javascript, Haskell clients are available 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 05 

 

Experiment 

5.1 Testing 

I have done experiment with male and female test data with following trained datasets. 

1. Female only trained dataset. 

2. Male only trained dataset. 

3. Mixed trained dataset. 

 

5.1.1 Male only trained dataset with tri2b 

 

 

Figure 8 - Male test data for male only dataset tri2b 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 9 - Female test data for male only dataset tri2b 

 

5.1.2 Female only trained dataset with tri2b 

 

 

Figure 10 - Male test data for female only dataset tri2b 

 



 

Figure 11 - female test data for female only dataset tri2b 

 

 

5.1.3 Mixed (male and female) trained dataset with tri2b 

 

 

Figure 12 - male test data for mixed dataset tri2b 

 

 

Figure 13 - female test data for mixed dataset tri2b 



5.1.4 Male only trained dataset with tri3b 

 

 

Figure 14 - male test data with male only dataset tri3b 

 

Figure 15 - female test data with male only dataset tri3b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.1.5 Female only trained dataset with tri3b 

 

 

Figure 16 - male test data with female only dataset tri3b 

 

 

Figure 17 - female test data with female only dataset tri3b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.1.6 Mixed (male and female) trained dataset with tri3b 

 

 

Figure 18 - male test data with mixed dataset tri3b 

 

Figure 19 - female test data with mixed dataset tri3b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.1.7 Mixed (male and female) trained dataset with tri4b 

 

 

Figure 20 - male test data with mixed dataset tri4b 

 

Figure 21 - female test data with mixed dataset tri4b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.2 Text data filtration 

I have filtered and created following list to choose the best training dataset for male and 

female. 

 

5.2.1 Male test data 

 

 

Figure 22 - male test data summary 



 

Figure 23 - female test data summary 

5.3 Important factors which affects testing datasets 

 Format of the voice data. 

 Sampling rate of voice data. 

 Number of voice data. 

 Quality of the voice data. 

 

 

 

 



5.4 Conclusion 

From the result, I recommend mixed trained data model with tri2b for female testing 

when test data is less than 100, mixed trained data model with tri4b for female testing 

when test data is more than 100 and mixed trained data model with tri4b for male testing 

as it has lots of correctly identified sentences. This recommendation can be differ with 

the factors I mentioned above. 

5.5 Sample screenshots of kaldi gstreamer 

5.5.1 Master and worker server 

 

 

 

Figure 25 - Master server 

Figure 24 - Worker server 



5.5.2 Input and output of the speech 

 

Client.py file has been used to pass recorded speech in raw format which communicates 

with worker and returns text for the speech provided. Following are the screenshots of 

those with approximate match and exact match. 

 

 

Figure 27 - Client file with approximate match 

Figure 26 - Approximate match copied to text file since terminal does not decode Tamil properly 

Figure 28 - Client file with exact match 

Figure 29 - Exact match copied to text file since terminal does not decode Tamil properly 
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